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#GOLDENWEEK!

COVER ARTICLE

What do you think when you hear the words ”Golden Week”?

Golden Week refers to four major holidays that fall consecutively. As you probably know, in 2021, Golden 

Week will start on April 29th and end on May 5th. The weekend in-between makes it a total of seven days. 

This article outlines each of the four holidays and will give you some ideas on how to spend your time at 

home during Golden Week amid the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

【April 29th: Showa Day】
April 29th is the birthday of Emperor Showa. A new era begins with the accession of a new emperor 
and ends with his abdication. The current era, following the Showa and Heisei eras, is now Reiwa. The 
birthday of the current Emperor of Japan is February 23rd.

【May 3rd: Constitution Day】
The Constitution of Japan was enacted on this day in 1947.

【May 4th: Greenery Day】
On Greenery Day, some national parks are open to the public free of charge. Nature-related events are 
also held to express gratitude for nature, including mountains, oceans, rivers, and plants, and nurture 
peoples' spirits.

【May 5th: Children's Day】
Another name for this day is Tango-no-Sekku. It is celebrated to wish for the healthy growth and 
health of boys (Hina Matsuri on March 3 is a day to wish for the growth of girls). Families with boys 
decorate their houses with helmets, armor, and carp streamers on this day. We would like to share 
with you a little about this ancient custom.

Carp streamers (Koi Nobori)

This custom of decorating gardens with carp-

shaped streamers is said to have originated from 

the Chinese legend of carp climbing waterfalls. In 

the upper parts of the Yellow River in China, there 

is a difficult area called the Dragon Gate with a 

series of rapids. It was said that fish able to climb 

the gate became dragons. Many fish try to climb 

against the current, but it is not an easy journey. 

Only the carp that made it through could ascend 

to the sky as a dragon. Based on this legend, carp 

streamers are displayed due to parents' hopes that 

their boys will have the strength to face difficulties 

and rise up in the world.

The origin of armor and helmet decorations

These decorations are said to originate from the Kamakura 

period (ca. 1185-1333), which saw unending conflict and 

continued warfare between those in power. Since armor and 

helmets are important protective gear during battle, people 

began gifting them to their children with the hope that they 

would grow up safely and without danger in the future. In the 

Kamakura period, armor and helmets were formal wear used in 

ceremonies. They were also important items offered at shrines 

and temples. This custom was the beginning of armor and 

helmets being displayed as protective talismans.



Other customs

On May 5th, it is customary to take a bath 

containing Japanese iris leaves, a practice 

called Shobu-yu. Irises were used to ward off 

evil because of their sharp, sword-like leaves. 

尚武(しょうぶ), which means to respect 

martial arts, and 菖蒲(しょうぶ) which means 

to ward off evil spirits, are read in the same 

way (Shobu Shobu). This custom started in 

the Kamakura period, being considered a good 

omen among samurai warriors, and was 

meant to ward off evil spirits. Iris leaves are 

said to have various benefits, promoting blood 

circulation, relieving fatigue, and 

strengthening internal organs. The leaves' 

unique scent is also relaxing, like 

aromatherapy. 

Iris leaves are sold in supermarkets and 
flower shops at this time of year, so why 
not give Shobu-yu a try?

What’s your plan for GW?

Now that we are required to refrain from going out, we must find a way to have fun at home. 
Now, how are you going to spend this Golden Week holiday? What about making “umeshu” (plum 
wine) for instance? Many of you may have seen it on a drink menu next to "sake" at a Japanese 
restaurant in your country, but did you know how simple the recipe actually is? In Japan, oume, 
which is the raw ingredient for umeshu, begins to be sold at supermarkets in May. You cannot 
drink it immediately after making it, the plums must be soaked in alcohol for at least 3 months. 
So please keep that in your mind and try making your own umeshu!

• 1kg of oume (plums)

• 500g of crystal sugar

• 1.8ℓ of white liquor or shochu

with alcohol content 20% or 

higher ※not needed if you 

are making non-alcoholic

• 2~3 bamboo skewers to 

remove the calyx of plums

• a jar for storing plum wine 

for 2ℓ or more with a wide mouth

- Preparation -

① Disinfect the jar with boiling water

② Rinse the plums with running water and soak them in water for 1 to 2 hours

③ After soaking in water, remove the calyx of the plums with a bamboo skewer. If you don't remove the 

calyx properly, it leaves bitter taste so be sure to remove them completely

④ After removing the calyx put plums and crystal sugar in a jar, and add white liquor or shochu. (In the 

case of non-alcoholic, just cover it without adding anything.)

⑤ Keep it in a dark place where the room temperature is as low as possible for at least 3 months. 

Don't forget to enjoy your plum wine after 3 months! 

Tips: *You can also eat plums.* White liquor brings out the scent of plums, and shochu is considered a healthier 

choice. Brandy or sake can be used as a substitute.* In the case of non-alcoholic, you can dilute it about twice with 

water or sparkling water when you drink it!

- How to Make -

Health benefits of Umeshu

Umeshu, in which the active 

ingredients of plums are fully 

dissolved, has an antibacterial 

effect and is effective in 

preventing acne and pimples. 

It's also said to have the effect 

of discharging waste products 

and adjusting the intestinal 

environment.
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SEMIN Viktor
PhD, Postdoctoral researcher, AIST MathAM-OIL

Research Field Condensed matter physics

Hometown Tomsk, Russia

Hobby basketball, fishing, agriculture, rock and roll music

Impression of

Sendai / TU

Pleasantly surprised of  being here among Japanese people 

and unusual culture. The style of  life in Sendai looks 

prosaic from my first view, but later I have seen 

“another side of  the medal” – beautiful nature

and wonderful atmosphere. 

Message

Even during the short pastime in Tohoku University, almost every 

person who are interested in science could realize her/his ideas and 

fulfil the dreams about scientific career.  I notice how people are 

chasing for a new one position, high-rated publications and some 

honors every time. Due to the abundance of  opportunities, the 

scientific community can do something special. Sendai is a place to 

conquer the mountains!

KOGELBAUER Florian
Researcher, AIST MathAM-OIL

Research Field Applied Mathematics

Hometown Vienna, Austria

Hobby Reading, Piano and Running

Impression of

Sendai / TU

Awesome! Very friendly people, tasty food 

(especially Sushi!) and a nice way of  living. 

I felt comfortable and quite at home immediately!

Message

Thank you so much for having me! I hope to be able to contribute 

with my research here. Please feel free to contact me if  you want to 

chat about science, music or anything else 

The cherry blossom is particularly 

nice here! First time for me to see 

this marvelous nature spectacle in 

Japan.  Close to Sendai, we took a 

walk from Ogawara and Funaoka, 

where over a thousand cherry trees 

grow along the Shiroishi river. 

What a sight! Like a picture taken out 

of  a fairy tale book indeed
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TANG Ping
Specially Appointed Assistant. Professor., Bauer Lab, AIMR

Research Field Spintronics & Ferroelectrics

Hometown Shaoyang County, Hunan Province, China

Hobby pingpong, hiking, reading

Impression of

Sendai / TU

It is very convenient to live in Sendai, and I love the 

cool weather and warm-hearted people here. 

Message

I came to Sendai on Dec. 7th, 2020 after completing 

my Ph. D research at Institute of Physics, Chinese 

Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China. 2020 is a doozy, and our 

humans suffered a lot from the unprecedented pandemic. In this 

special period, I feel great gratitude to be able to join the big family 

at AIMR and collaborate with some of respected physicists around 

the world. I used to focus on the spintronics, a field that is about 

the study of exploiting the spin degree of freedom of 

(quasi-)particles exemplified by electrons and magnons, and my 

recent research interest is in ferroelectrics, the electric counterparts 

of ferromagnets.

I grew up in a small mountain village with beautiful natural scenery, 

and I’m a great lover of plants, flowers, green grass, etc since I was 

a child. On the other hand, many types of followers are 

commonplace for me. Even so, I was still stunned when I first saw 

the unique and gorgeous sakura on campus. The following picture 

was taken by Ms. Mika Terada on April 15th, 2021.



JAPANESE CLASS

CHA-CHAT J SALON SCHEDULE May 2021 – Oct 2021

18
May

Let’s go to Hokkaido!
Top 3 places to travel

27
July

What’s the meaning of 

that Kanji?
Kanjis in town

8
June

How do I write my name in 

Kanji?
Calligraphy/fan-making

14
September

What do you see in the 

moon?
Custom of moon-viewing

6
July

Sendai Star Festival☆彡
Let’s learn about Sendai star 

festival
12

October

The different styles of 

“Imoni” potato stew
Imoni in Tohoku

IAC holds Japanese classes : CHA-CHAT J SALON ーちゃちゃっとじぇいさろん
for international researchers and their families!  For booking: iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp

【NOTICE】CHA-CHAT J SALON had been cancelled due to the response to prevent 

the spread of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in January and February. We’ve started 

to resume the J SALON via online since March including the most previous class in 

April. We are expecting to hold on-site classes as soon as the situation gets better.

Please check the IAC website for updated information. 

We are waiting for your 
participation!

みなさまのご参加をお待ちしております！

Online Japanese Language Session 
by Dept. of Applied Japanese Linguistics, Faculty of Arts and Letters, TU

2021/4/12 ~ 2021/7/26

Every Monday 17:30~18:30

This session is for all foreign residents in Sendai, held weekly on Zoom. It’s FREE to 

join! You can enjoy various topics each week with local Japanese people. 

Reach us for more details. 

mailto:iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp


WHAT’S IAC

The International Affairs Center (IAC) provides various supports to international 

researchers of Tohoku University. We offer services including necessary information to 

work for Tohoku University and general living information in Sendai.

What we provide for you 

E-mail : iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp |  Tel : 022-217-5971

Address : AIMR Main Bld. 2nd Floor, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai

Website :https://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/iac/?l=e

CONTACT INFORMATION

TANNO 
Kanako

SAWANO 
Yui

UNOURA 
Sayaka

If you have any questions or require any further information,

please contact IAC. We would be happy to help you!

Chief

WATANABE 
Mikihiro

SUGAWARA 
Ayano

mailto:iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp
https://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/iac/?l=e

